
The new ManitouNEO platform is the 
most innovative alarm monitoring 
software in the security industry.

Five ManitouNEO 
features that save 
time and money.

WEB BROWSER TECHNOLOGY
Web browser technology is used for modern applications 

because it works with local or cloud-based systems. 

ManitouNEO utilizes this technology to benefit your technicians, 

dealers, and end-users by providing:

Device Independence: Users access the platform with a desktop, 

laptop, or compatible mobile device, such as a smartphone 

or tablet. Remote staff can access through existing devices, 

eliminating the need to purchase new equipment, and reducing 

downtime with use of a familiar system.

Dynamic Screens: Web browser technology enables ManitouNEO to 

dynamically reorganize content and use screen space efficiently on 

a desktop computer. Users can have multiple screens open, zoom 

in to better see content, and use Accessibility mode.
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DYNAMIC CUSTOMER WIZARD
Quick and accurate customer entry is important 

to any central station. ManitouNEO’s new customer 

wizard leads the operator through the data entry 

process, allowing easy navigation while showing the 

current level of completion.
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ENHANCED ACTION PATTERNS
Action Patterns deliver step-by-step instruct-

ions on how to handle an alarm and ensure 

consistency. Enhanced Action Patterns can be 

constructed using logic statements like “if,” “then,” and 

“else.” Other programming constructs like loops and 

variables are also available. Once initiated, enhanced 

Action Patterns look at history, run SQL statements, 

and execute external programs. For example, in the 

event of a low battery alarm, ManitouNEO can look in 

history and if there has been an A/C Power Fail on that 

account in the past three hours, the system can log the 

low battery alarm versus presenting to an operator. 

If there was not a recent A/C Power Fail, ManitouNEO 

could open the service ticket application instead.
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BUILT-IN DASHBOARD
The dashboard displays system conditions 

including time in designated time zones, alarm/

signal queue, signal status counts, database usage, 

and more. Display the dashboard on a large screen so 

monitoring center staff can see statistics at a glance, 

or check statistics on a mobile device during travel.

5.

CENTRAL COMMUNICATION CENTER*
ManitouNEO is the first automation software 

with a universal Communication Center built into the 

platform. An operator on the phone can concurrently 

email, text, or send notifications to customers during 

alarm handling. For example, if an end-user receives 

an alarm notification from Bold NotifyMe, and sends 

a text in response, the operator can reply to that 

customer directly from the Alarm Screen.  *Coming in 2017
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